Appendix C: Services to Low‐Income Customers

What
The City of Portland began the Financial Assistance Program in 1995 to
assist low income customers in keeping their Water/Sewer bills
affordable. The goal of the Financial Assistance Program is to help keep
water/sewer bills more affordable for families that are on a limited or
fixed income. The City of Portland and Multnomah County have had a
successful partnership since 1995. Multnomah County provides income
verification for the program through 9 Community Centers throughout
our service area. These 9 agencies provide other safety net services as
well as provide easy accessibility.
The Financial Assistance Program consists of three main parts, a bill
discount, crisis assistance, and leak and fixture repair.
Bill discount – The low‐income bill discount allows a flat rate for water
and sewer discount of $136 per quarter and is available to low income
owners or renters of single family homes who are responsible for
paying the bill. This amount is equal to 50% of a typical low income
single family household bill which is 500 cubic feet per month. To
qualify for financial assistance the owner or renter works with one of
the 9 Multnomah County Service Centers throughout Portland and is
screened for eligibility.
Crisis Voucher – During a crisis, eligible customers may receive up to
$150 in additional assistance once every 12 months. The customer
must pay a portion of the bill to receive the crisis voucher. The Crisis
Voucher is for customers who are in a temporary crisis and unable to
meet one of our payment options and unable to pay the bill.
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The Fixture Repair Program ‐ Financial assistance for repair of Leaky
toilets, faucets, behind the wall, and underground water leaks may be
available to eligible low income customers who own and occupy their
homes. Assistance up to $2,800 annually is available.
This program is administered through with Multnomah County’s
weatherization program and has been a successful partnership since
1998.
To qualify for our Financial Assistance Program, a customer has to be at
or below 60% State wide median income. This is consistent with the
Federal and State Low Income Energy assistance program offered in our
area.
In addition to services above we offer monthly statements, payment
extensions, and Interest and penalty write offs.
To help lower these customers’ bills, we offer free water conservation
information and devices. Devices include showerheads, faucet aerators,
and toilet devices.
Safety Net Program – The Safety Net Program is available to all
customers.
The utility safety net is to help customers avoid the shut off of service if
they have experienced a significant temporary change in household
income. Safety Net is a last resort solution for these qualified customers
who are unable to achieve a solution through normal payment
options.
We offer:





Deferred water shut‐off
Waiver of any recent delinquency charges;
Interest‐free payment plans
Financial assistance
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When combined, these elements provide the time and means for
customers to manage their way through a temporary crisis. The
program is conditioned on responsible efforts by the customer to make
regular, agreed‐upon installment payments toward the payoff of past
due account balances.
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Appendix D: Examination of the Bill Discount Pass‐Through Model
The City and regulated housing agencies performed a rudimentary exercise to test
whether or not a bill discount pass‐through model could potentially work to
extend bill discounts to residents of multi‐family buildings or complexes. This
examination was limited in scope, but may serve as an initial step in a deeper
exploration of extension of the discount.
Assumptions:
The same principal and methodology of passing through low‐income housing tax
credits dollar for dollar resulting in a reduction in rent on regulated housing units
could be applied to passing through utility discounts for multi‐family buildings. In
order to work, the following criteria must be considered:
Criteria:
 Eligibility must be based on the income requirements for each of the housing
units.
 The methodology must ultimately satisfy legal and regulatory requirements,
including the conditions placed on the City by the federal government when
the City's wastewater treatment system was constructed, in part, with EPA
grant funds.
 Administrative impacts to the City’s Bill Discount Program and stakeholders
must be analyzed. Ease of administration is important for all parties.
 The bill discount is currently a fixed percentage of the utility bill based on a
class average rather than on fluctuating usage volume. The delivery of more
rent credit than water use is not acceptable.
 The utility discount rate for the building must take into account the building’s
vacancy and occupancy rates; thus
 The City and participating agencies must both accept the level of agreed
upon risk resulting from passing through the discount to an aggregated class

of tenants, as it affects rent revenue as well as utility revenue. The bill
discount is a percentage of the overall bill, based on fluctuating usage
volume. The delivery of more rent credit than water use is an issue for the
landlord.
 The net deliverable to the tenant should be at or greater than the current
benefit.

Bill Discount Pass‐Through Methodology:
In this scenario, the agency or landlord managing the building might receive the
utility discount on the facility’s entire bill or a portion of the bill concurrent with
the number of subsidized units in the building. The rent then charged for each unit
might be pro‐rated to reflect a discount based on the whole bill or a portion of the
bill that when divided would be charged to tenants.
The tax credits are assigned through an agreement between the regulated housing
agencies and Oregon Housing and Community Services. The bill discount could be
assigned in a similar way, with agreements between the City and the affordable
housing agencies/ property owners.
Tenant eligibility could be efficiently determined if the same criteria based on the
Multnomah County Average Median Income (AMI) used by the regulated housing
agencies were adopted and used by the City to determine eligibility. The City
currently uses the State Median Income (MFI) on which to base our eligibility
criteria.
The information necessary for the housing agency (landlord) to verify eligibility of
regulated housing tenants is already collected in order to qualify for tax credits.
Regulated housing agencies are required to annually produce a certified rent roll (a
prepared or certified list of the tenants occupying a building along with the terms
of their occupancies, which includes income qualifications for regulated housing).
Using the certified rent roll, tenant eligibility for utility bill discounts can be
verified. Landlords can then use a rental or lease addendum (produced by the
City) to inform and register the tenant for the utility bill discount.

Process:
Alternative A: Flat Rate by Household Low Income Assistance (LINC) Pass‐
Through Model for Regulated Multi‐Family Housing‐
This methodology follows the current LINC program standard of providing a fixed
discount to households. All households receive the same discount regardless of
size. The discount is based on a “class average” of volume consumption.
1. Regulated facilities would be self‐identified by the property owner, Home
Forward, for example.
2. The facility would then be certified using a standard Water/Sewer Low‐Income
Pass‐through Certification Form (See attached sample), completed by the
building owner, which could be used by the Water Bureau to qualify the
properties annually. This form identifies:
a. Required income restrictions for the units;
b. The number of units meeting income restrictions;
c. Standard rents and rent once discount is applied;
d. Calculates the total bill credit adjusted for accepted aggregate vacancy
rate.
3. All low‐income tenants would be required to sign a standard rental addendum
that specifies the terms of the discount, and confirms for PWB that they meet
the income criteria and are willing to receive the discount as a reduction in their
rent.
4. The Water Bureau would then assign the discount to the multi‐family account.
(May require using a new class average for multi‐family housing.)
Advantages:

 Several thousand additional households could become eligible for the
discount (based on OHCS data).
 Regulatory agreements at the state and federal level governing income
guidelines are already in place.
 Property owners currently collect sufficient data to verify income and report
to regulating agencies.
 Certification of income qualifications is already done on an annual basis by
property owners.
 The calculation of rents based on the pass‐through model is already
implemented for tax credits as part of the property owner’s administration.
 An aggregated vacancy rate can be produced by Multi‐Family Northwest, as
they publish the “Apartment Report”, which is used by housing agencies to
set rent. This information would feed the discount algorithm.
Challenges:
 The income qualifications for the LINC program and for regulated housing are
currently based on different standards (LINC = 60% State MFI, Regulated
Housing = City AMI)
 The current discount rate (based on 50% of a 5ccf bill) exceeds the actual
cost of the utility for certain buildings.
 The multi‐family discounts would require certification by the property
owners and regulating agencies annually, and subsequently require accounts
to be reconciled, adding PWB administration.
 Average consumption for multi‐family units by volume is presumed to be less
than single‐family houses, making a separate multi‐family class average
advisable. This creates a challenge for program administration because the
City’s class average values are used for other business processes as well,
which would be affected.

 Inequity: The discount is not currently adjusted for family size. A studio with
one occupant would receive the same discount as a family of four.
 Regulatory agreements specify a range of vacancy rates. An aggregated
vacancy rate is necessary to establish a discount rate that is equitable for
both parties.
 Buildings with a mix of low‐income and market‐rate apartments (25% of
Home Forward’s properties) may be excluded as the inherent variables may
preclude an efficient application of a discount.
 Market‐rate multi‐family units are excluded in this scenario.
 Facilities with commercial space that is not metered separately would be
excluded.
Potential Program Modifications Needed:
1. A new flat discount specifically for Multi‐family housing based on:
a. New “multi‐family class average” reflecting the lower average volume
usage per unit than single family homes; and
b. An aggregated vacancy rate for all regulated properties in Portland.
2. Coordination of income guidelines to align the LINC’s use of State MFI with
the housing agencies use of City AMI to increase efficiency of qualifying
participants.
3. Administration:
a. Create a criteria and mechanism to certify property owners.
b. Create a procedure for establishing a single, aggregated vacancy rate
for all multi‐family housing on an annual basis.
c. Create a procedure for entering MF unit discounts in Cayenta.

d. Create a procedure for monitoring the program as it applies to MF
housing, including:
1) Verifying household income compliance;
2) Reporting by the property owners; and
3) Record keeping and audit requirements.

Alternative B: Percentage Based Discount Pass‐through Model for Multi‐Family
(Regulated) Housing
The Bill Discount Work Group has discussed the option of creating a set discount
rate, which would be applied to single family and multifamily properties. The
discount would be a percentage of the standard rate, and would be tied to water
or sewer consumption. This would mean that larger families (with higher
consumption) would get a greater discount than with the current method. The
theoretical process for how it might work is below:
1. A discount rate based on a percentage of the actual bill would be established
(for example 20‐ 50% off the current standard rate).
2. Regulated facilities would be self‐identified by the property owner, Home
Forward for example.
3. The facility would then be certified using a standard Water/Sewer Low‐
Income Pass‐Through Certification Form (see below), completed by the
building owner, which could be used by the Water Bureau to qualify the
properties annually.
4. All low‐income tenants would be required to sign a standard rental
addendum that specifies the terms of the discount, and confirms for PWB
that they meet the income criteria and are willing to receive the discount as
a reduction in their rent.
5. The Water Bureau would then enter a Multi‐Family status in Cayenta and
apply the discount in the billing algorithm for the facility.
Advantages:
 Equitable: occupancy rates are not relevant, consumption of water increases
or decreases with occupancy.
 No need for PWB to monitor occupancy rates.

 Approximately 11,000 additional households could become eligible for the
discount (based on OHCS data).
 Regulatory agreements at the state and federal level governing income
guidelines are already in place.
 Property owners currently collect sufficient data to verify income and report
to regulating agencies.
 Certification of income qualifications is already done on an annual basis by
property owners.
 The calculation of rents based on the pass‐through model is already
implemented for tax credits as part of the property owner’s administration.

Challenges:
 Administrative burden rests on the property owner to pass‐through discount
to low‐income units and report annually to the Water Bureau.
 Fluctuating and therefore cannot be accurately budgeted by the City.
 The income qualifications for the LINC program and for regulated housing are
currently based on different standards (LINC = 60% State MFI, Housing = City
AMI)
 Buildings with a mix of low‐income and market‐rate apartments (25% of
Home Forward’s properties) may be excluded as the inherent variables may
preclude an efficient application of a discount.
 Market‐rate multi‐family units are excluded in this scenario.
 Facilities with commercial space that is not metered separately would be
excluded.

Outstanding questions regarding these examined alternatives:
1. Could there be a single standard for income qualifications and discount rate
for single family and multi‐family housing?
2. Is it necessary to adjust the rate of the discount based on the size of the
building?
3. What information is collected/ and needed for the lease addendum for each
unit?
4. Could market rate units be included using either alternative?
5. Could the LINC guidelines be changed from State MFI to City AMI for single
family LINC recipients as well as multi‐family to establish a unified standard?

Supplemental inquiry performed by work group members:
Home Forward, an agency that oversees many regulated multi‐family housing
facilities in Portland, produced these two model certification forms to
demonstrate how a pass‐through model could be calculated and reported.
Water/Sewer Low Income Discount Pass‐Through Certification Form
Approach A: Discount based on flat per unit rate
Property name:
Owner/Sponsor:
Property Management Company:
Regulatory Agreement With:
Most Restrictive
Income Limits
40%

# Units

Bedroom Size

Maximum Rent

Discount

93

Studios

$501.00

$43.35

New Monthly Rent*
(Minus Discount)
$457.65

$4,031.55

$42,561.45

TOTAL
93
0
$46,593.00
*The lease rents need to be at or below the New Monthly Discounted Rent.
From July 1, 2015 ‐ June 30, 2016:
Monthly Pass Through
Annual Pass Through at 100% Occupancy
Minus Vacancy Loss
Annual Credit to Water/Sewer Bill

$4,032
$48,379
2% Need to adjust annually based on Multifamily NW survey
$47,411

Sponsor Certification:
I hereby declare that the benefits of the City of Portland Water Bureau's and Bureau of Environmental Services
Financial Assistance Program have been passed on to the tenants of the property listed above. The restrictions listed
in above chart are reflected in a regulatory agreement by the City of Portland, Multnomah County, or the State of
Oregon.

Water/Sewer Low Income Discount Pass‐Through Certification Form
Approach B: % discount based on consumption level
Property name:
Owner/Sponsor:
Property Management Company:
Regulatory Agreement With:
Quarterly Consumption Level
Quarterly Water/Sewer Invoice
Amount

# in consumption units
$ of bill from Water Bureau

XXXX
$25,000

20% discount credited to bill

$5,000

Quarterly discount per unit

$53.76

Monthly discount/pass through rent reduction

$17.92

Most Restrictive
Income Limits

# Units

40%

93

Bedroom Size

Maximum
Rent

Discount

Studios

$501.00

$17.92

New Monthly
Rent*
(Minus Discount)
$483.08

$1,666.67

$44,926.33

TOTAL
93
0
$46,593.00
*The lease rents need to be at or below the New Monthly
Discounted Rent.

Sponsor
Certification:
I hereby declare that the benefits of the City of Portland Water Bureau's and Bureau of
Environmental Services Financial Assistance Program have been passed on to the tenants of the
property listed above. The restrictions listed in above chart are reflected in a regulatory
agreement by the City of Portland, Multnomah County, or the State of Oregon.

The Portland Water Bureau’s Customer Service Group also sampled a list of
regulated facilities provided by Home Forward to test the theories and challenges
identified above. It is important to the City and the agencies that information can
be transferred accurately and effectively when referencing accounts. The following
worksheet and notes are products of an exercise performed by the Water Bureau
to cross‐reference a sample of multi‐family buildings with existing accounts:

Sample Accounts from Home
Forward
1
CU Account
2972124600
CU Property
1959 SW
Address
Morrison
Homeforward
1959 SW
Address
Morrison
CU Name on
HAP Property
Account
Management
Property
Owner

Property
Management
Company
# of Units ‐ CU
# of Apts ‐
Homeforward
# Restricted at
60% AMI &
below

2
3
4
5
2987547600
2983118800
2993692800
2998417700
1040 NW 10th 231 SE 160th Ave. 1530 SW 13th
9348 SE Schiller St.
Ave.
Ave.
1040 NW 10th 247 SE 160th Ave. 1530 SW 13th
9326 SE Schiller St.
Ave.
Ave.
Housing Authority Sequoia Square
Peter Paulson
Schiller Way
of Portland
Limited
Apts.
Apartments
Partnership
The Morrison
Lovejoy Station Sequoia Square
Peter Paulson
Schiller Way
Civic
Lovejoy Station Sequoia Square Home Forward
Home Forward
Redevelopment
LP
LP
LP
IPM
IPM
Cascade Property Cascade Property Cascade Property
Management
Management
Management
1 ‐ Commercial
140

1 ‐ Commercial
181

62
62

93
93

26
24

140

109

62

93

24

CU Account
CU Property
Address
Homeforward
Address
CU Name on
Account
Property
Owner
Property
Management
Company
# of Units ‐ CU
# of Apts ‐
Homeforward
# Restricted at
60% AMI &
below

6
7
8
9
10
2986394500
2998649200
2986039500
2985403600
2970860800
4625 N Trenton
1240 SW
12020 SE
510 NE 100th
1201 SW 11th Ave.
St.
Columbia St.
Gladstone St.
Ave.
4605 N Trenton
1240 SW
12020 SE
510 NE 100th
1201 SW 11th Ave.
St.
Columbia St.
Gladstone St.
Ave.
New Columbia ‐ Gretchen Kafoury Gladstone Square Gateway Park
Jeffrey Apartments
Commercial
Commons
Apts.
Apts. LLC
Limited Partnership
Trouton
Gretchen Kafoury Gladstone Square Gateway Park
The Jeffrey
Commons
Trouton LP
Home Forward Gladstone Square Gateway Park LP
The Jeffrey
LP
Apartments LP
Guardian
Cascade
Cascade
IPM
IPM

32
250

129
129

24
48

1 ‐ Commercial
144

1 ‐ Commercial
80

250

92

48

144

80

Water Bureau Findings:
1. Data from Home Forward does not match that of
the City.
For 10 accounts, more than 12 hours were spent researching the accounts in order to match up
information.
Number of units doesn't always
match.
Addresses don't always match.
Names on accounts don't always
match.
2. The administrative burden for the City, using this test group of 10 accounts, was significant.
3. Data requirements would need to be determined and adhered to, in order to streamline the process (i.e.
parsing addresses, providing CU account number).
4. Some Properties are mixed use (MF and Comm), and as such are coded Commercial. Commercial accounts are
not eligible for LINC.
One account has extra strength attached for a Subway
restaurant.
We wouldn't discount use by the commercial
businesses.
The water usage for the property comes from one
meter.
Number of units is not used on Commercial accounts.
5. Need to examine whether there are any options for mixed use
Commercial accounts.
6. May necessitate other business process changes, which is beyond the scope of this workgroup. For example,
Winter Average calculations.

7. Regulating agencies may consider a group of properties as one, whereas the City assigns a single account to one
structure (or meter).
8. One account was a SODNR (water served by Rockwood, sewer by the
City).

Low Income Utility Assistance
The History
In December 1992, the Clean River Funding Task Force had some initial affordability concerns
about the impact rising sewer rates would have on rate payers living on a limited or fixed
income. They said the City should consider ways to reduce the impact on these ratepayers if
significant sewer increases are involved in paying for CSO improvements.
In 1994 City Council directed BES and the Water Bureau to respond to the affordability issue.
The 1994 Analysis of Assistance offered various options for Low Income Assistance. Council
concluded that ongoing relief for low income households was needed. This assistance is for
customers who receive a sewer/stormwater/water bill from the City of Portland.
In 1995 the Water Bureau and BES began the Financial Assistance Program to assist low income
customers in keeping their sewer/stormwater/water bills affordable. The bill discount is a fixed
amount based on a percentage of average use by low income customers, which is 5ccf per
month. The discount started at 15% of a typical low income customer’s use. The fixed discount
is an effective and efficient way to provide relief. We wanted minimal reprogramming to our
billing system and ease of administration. In addition to the bill discount, we offered an
additional $50 crisis voucher per year to assist in keeping the customers water from being shut
off.
We estimated 25,000 low income customers may be eligible for the bill discount program and
set a goal of reaching 10,000.
We began to offer Budget Billing to make bill paying more manageable. To help reduce bills and
shrink the problem we offered conservation and fixture repair workshops to bring awareness to
customers, and offered free water conservation kits. For low income homeowners, we offered
fixture repairs for minor leak repair up to $500 per year. Fixture repair was through an
agreement with the Housing Bureau and Portland Community College Senior Services.
In 1997 a workgroup was established to reconsider the assistance program in its entirety. This
workgroup was made up of representatives from Water and BES finance personnel, the
Customer Service manager, a PURB member, Oregon Heat, and the Water Conservation Group.
This work group identified that the essential and desirable program criteria were ease of
understanding for participants, minimal rate impacts, public acceptance, a high participation
rate, ease of administration, program flexibility, that it is fair and equitable, and a measurable
level of success.
Program modifications from the 1997 workgroup included elimination of the monthly charge
for budget billing, increase crisis vouchers to $75 per year, expand the fixture repair program to
include behind the wall or underground leaks, increase marketing, and have a single program
coordinator.
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Low Income Utility Assistance
Eligibility income guidelines were based on gross household income by household size at 150%
of poverty level. We have an Intergovernmental agreement with Multnomah County to
administer income eligibility for the bill discount program. The County sub-contracts with nine
agencies throughout the County for ease of accessibility. In addition, we expanded our fixture
repair program to include behind the wall and underground leaks and entered into an
agreement with Multnomah County to administer the fixture repair program through their
weatherization group.
One of the remaining issues was how to provide assistance to customers/renters living in Multifamily units.
Water and BES have been looking for ways to extend our Low Income Assistance program to
include renters in multi-family units for many years. We have had two work groups look at this
issue in 1998 and 2000. Renters in multi-family buildings could be impacted by a rate increase
but are not a direct customer of the City’s utilities. In 2000 BES and Water intended to
implement a financial assistance program to assist renters living in non-profit properties. The
program was funded in the 2000-01 budgets until BES uncovered an eligibility issue.
The proposed multi-family low income utility bill assistance program was intended to provide
utility relief to low income renters through owners of non-profit low income housing. Through
this relief, non-profit landlords would be better able to keep rents low or better
maintain/enhance the renter living conditions.
By this title, this program was intended to benefit eligible renters who lived in non-profit
housing. It was assumed that non-profits by their very nature and established corporate goals
would meet the intent of the utility discount. For-profits could also be monitored for the same
intent, but at a cost that was deemed impractical, and therefore those multi-family housing
providers would be excluded. BES also had to meet Federal rate setting regulations as a
condition of having received Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) grant monies. Before
granting permission for such a discount, EPA would require landlords to pass the utility discount
through to its qualifying renters as a direct financial benefit. It was the understanding of BES
that anything less would not meet the EPA regulation.
In a follow up meeting with the Housing Authority of Portland (the primary customer expected
to benefit from this program) it was discovered that:
For most of the non-profit low income housing (not section 8) owned by the Housing
Authority of Portland (HAP) total tenant contributions are set by regulation at a certain
percentage of income. If utility costs fall, as would have been the case here, the rental
part of tenant contributions must rise, keeping the total percentage of the tenants
income contributed to rent and utilities constant. Based on that information, direct
financial benefit would not have been passed on to renters for the majority of
properties owned by HAP.
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Low Income Utility Assistance
Much of the for-profit housing (Section 8) seems to better satisfy EPA requirements. The
for-profit status is in many cases due solely for the need to have a private owner as a
conduit for tax benefits that make the subsidized housing possible. Once the tax benefit
is determined, it is fixed. Rents are determined by HUD and depend only on the specific
cost of the building. Rents are not controlled by owners, nor are any benefits from
reduced costs retained by them.
It was determined BES could meet regulations by providing relief to Section 8 housing,
but not to most of the properties owned by HAP or other non-profits that operated in
the same manner.
Water and BES estimated the Section 8 housing market in Portland at 10,000 multifamily units.
Water and BES were trying to work through the multiple administrative hurdles with
HAP of how to provide assistance to these customers since the City does not have a
relationship with them directly. It was during this time period that the billing system
issues surfaced and everything was put on hold.
As more multi-family owners were transforming their properties to sub-metering as a way to
charge renters water/sewer utility cost, Water and BES entered into an agreement for a pilot
project to provide financial assistance to renters receiving a sewer/stormwater/water bill from
a third party billing agent. The pilot project was for two years with Hacienda CDC between
2005–2007. We wanted to determine if this would be a good way to pass on assistance to low
income renters without being heavy in administration. We not only wanted to provide financial
assistance but also promote conservation.
Hacienda CDC had five properties totaling 297 apartments in the pilot project. To increase
water efficiency in their oldest property, we installed 133 new low flow toilets, as well as faucet
aerators and shower heads. We also provided conservation workshops to tenants.
Since the sub-meters were installed after the properties were built, they were not able to
capture total water consumption. They captured partial water use with the sub-meters and
used ratio utility billing practices to average out the rest to determine the bill amount. We
posted the credits to the owner’s bill based on the number of units occupied. The third party
billing company was to pass on the discounts to the renters through their billings. Hacienda had
two different third party billing companies between their five properties.
Water and BES determined that sub-metering was not a viable way to pass discounts on to
renters living in multi-family properties. To capture total water consumption one would have to
install a digital meter on the line that goes to the sink, to the tub, to the toilet, etc. This
initiative might make sense for new construction, although it would still be expensive. We
believe it would be cost prohibitive for existing properties.
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Low Income Utility Assistance
CURRENT PROGRAM
Currently, the City contracts with Multnomah County for income verification through nine
community action offices. The current income guidelines are based on 60% of the State of Oregon
Median Income by household size. The discount is calculated on 50% of typical use for low income
customers at 5ccf per month. This amounts to $130 discount per quarter or $520 per year. Once
a customer is approved for the discount they will receive the discount for 2 years before they
need to re-apply. Two months prior to the discount ending, the Water Bureau sends a renewal
packet notifying the customer that it is time to re-apply if they still qualify. This notification also
gives the customer the option to reapply through the mail directly with the Water Bureau or to
choose to visit an agency to reapply.
Crisis vouchers are currently up to $150 per year to assist customers who find themselves unable
to pay their bill and could be threatened by water shut off. The crisis voucher is in addition to the
bill discount and the customer must pay a portion of the bill to receive a voucher.
We offer limited write offs of late fees.
We currently have 8,100 customers receiving the bill discount, having reached a peak of 9,514
participants in January 2012. Our participation levels increased when the economy slowed and
has been decreasing as the economy improves as more people are getting back to work.
The fixture repair program provides financial assistance to repair leaky toilets, faucets, plumbing
and underground leaks for eligible customers who occupy their own homes. Assistance is up to
$2600 per year, per customer for repairs and is administered through Multnomah County’s
weatherization group.
OUTREACH
The Water Bureau looks for ways to enroll additional low-income households in the
Sewer/Water Low-Income Assistance Program (LINC) and effectively informing customers
about the Financial Assistance Program is critical. The Water Bureau will target outreach to get
these benefits to particularly vulnerable populations. We know there is an array of reasons why
persons do not enroll in available public programs such as LINC. Some persons do not perceive
themselves to be in need of assistance. Some persons believe that, given limited government
funds, other persons or households would be “more in need” than they are. Some persons do
not believe the amount of assistance available is “worth the effort” that it takes to enroll in the
program. Some persons do not wish to be seen as taking advantage of “welfare” benefits. Many
of these reasons involve either a perceived lack of need, or a lack of desire to participate in the
program. Additional reasons for non-participation include a variety of personal and institutional
barriers which prevent enrollment in the LINC program.
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Low Income Utility Assistance








Lack of effective knowledge: The lack of effective knowledge is one such barrier. While
customers may indicate an awareness of assistance, their knowledge may not be
sufficient to allow them to act.
Lack of program awareness: Many elderly do not know of, and thus do not use,
existing intervention programs designed for their benefit. Since no intervention
program, such as LINC, can be effective unless it is known and used, the degree to which
eligible customers are aware of and utilize this program is important.
Access to program offices: For persons who are homebound or socially isolated, getting
to an office may be nearly impossible. Even though our intake offices make
accommodations to serve these customers, either by a home visit or through the mail,
again the lack of knowledge and accessibility for the consumer is a barrier to them
receiving benefits.
Misperception as to eligibility: Many eligible non-participants have misperceptions
regarding their eligibility for the program. These households might, for example,
mistakenly believe that their income or assets are too high to entitle them to receive
assistance, or that some other program requirements precludes their participation.

This is just some information about how non-participation in the financial assistance program
can result from real barriers to participation as well as from lack of need or lack of desire to
participate. Customers who are informed about the program and do not wish to participate are
not the problem, however, non-participation because of lack of information about the program
can be resolved. Our goal is to make sure these customers receive the necessary information to
act and receive these benefits.
Prior review of this program considered ways in which we might engage in innovative outreach
activities both to promote overall participation in the Financial Assistance Program and to
target high priority groups. These high priority groups include:




The lowest income households;
Households with elderly members ( ages 60 or older); and
Households with disabled individuals.

We focus efforts in areas of Portland that have higher populations of families living in poverty
by providing brochures to help promote our financial assistance program. A few examples of
our efforts include running articles in community newspapers, distributing brochures at senior
centers, community centers, fix-it-fairs, Elders in Action, and many other locations or
organizations that low-income customers may visit. We work closely with Gatekeepers and
make many referrals for elderly or vulnerable customers. Our customer service call center takes
over 1,000 calls per day and staff try to pre-qualify customers who may need assistance and
make referrals for those who appear to qualify. We mail out welcome packets with a financial
assistance brochure included to every customer who opens a new sewer/stormwater/water
account. We mail out approximately 28,000 welcome packets per year.
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Low Income Utility Assistance
We are constantly looking for ways to work with other agencies to cross reference their
customer data base to identify customers who may be getting other types of assistance that
may not be enrolled in the Water/Sewer Bill Discount Program. Since they have been approved
for other assistance through these agencies that would meet our income criteria, we would
then enroll them into the bill discount program.
SAFETY NET
OBJECTIVES
The Utility Safety Net Assistance Program expands the scope and reach of the existing Low
Income Assistance Program in order to achieve the following objectives:
1. Provide additional tools for single-family residential customers to manage their utility
bills during temporary periods of personal and family crisis.
2. Maintain the customer responsibility to pay for utility services received from the City.
3. Defer the City’s use of water shut-off without undermining the City’s fiduciary
responsibility to recover the costs of providing utility services.
PROGRAM ELEMENTS
The program consists of four basic components: (1) deferred water shut-off; (2) a waiver of any
recent delinquency charges; 3) interest-free payment plans; and (4) financial assistance. These
elements are used in concert to provide the time and means for customers to manage their
way through a temporary crisis. The program, including deferral of water shut-off, is
conditioned on responsible efforts by the customer to make regular, agreed-upon installment
payments towards the payoff of any account delinquencies.
The City and the customer jointly determine the length of the deferral period and the size and
number of installment payments based on the size of the account delinquency and the depth or
severity of the hardship. An initial amount of financial assistance is provided at the outset after
communication with the customer regarding the crisis situation. The conditions of the
assistance result in a signed agreement. At the end of the agreement period, the City provides
additional financial assistance to further help bring the account current.
The customer returns to a normal billing cycle once the agreement ends, or may work with the
City to establish a new payment plan (outside of this Utility Safety Net Assistance Program) for
any remaining outstanding account balance. The City may cancel the Safety Net agreement and
revoke any financial assistance at any time for lack of performance by the customer.
The Utility Safety Net Assistance Program assumes that the customer has taken advantage of all
other City financial assistance programs to the greatest extent possible. If not, the City works
with the customer to enroll in any applicable programs, before entering into a Safety Net
6
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Agreement. It is important to note that this Utility Safety Net Assistance Program is not limited
exclusively to low-income customers, although these customers are the most likely
beneficiaries of the program.
The Utility Safety Net Assistance Program is not intended to be a permanent form of assistance
or to eliminate the customer’s financial responsibilities. Instead, it is intended to be a
temporary form of assistance to enable the customer to resolve temporary crisis situations. The
program is also designed to prevent participation by ratepayers who are able to pay their utility
bills but choose not to do so.
ELIGIBILITY
A single-family customer may become eligible for the safety net assistance if any one of the
following three eligibility criteria is met:
• Extraordinary medical expenses, such as hospital care, post-operative medical costs,
medications, treatments, etc., such that those expenses would render the customer
unable to pay the bill and avoid shut-off; or
• Recent adverse change in employment status, such as unemployment, significant
reduction of work hours, significantly lower paying job, etc., such that the change would
render the customer unable to pay the bill and avoid shut-off; or
• Recent change in household status that adversely impacts the ability to pay, such as
divorce, separation of domestic partners, death of spouse or partner, etc., such that the
change would render the customer unable to pay the bill and avoid shut-off.
Eligibility for the current low-income assistance program would not be a pre-condition for
eligibility for the Safety Net Program.
Receipt of the Utility Safety Net Assistance Program benefits would result in the customer not
being eligible for receiving these benefits again for a period of 36 months.
SAFETY NET BENEFITS
Upon determination of eligibility, the customer service representative would offer the
customer the following benefits:
• A one-time up front credit against the outstanding balance of $50.
 A waiver of any outstanding delinquency fees that had been assessed within the prior
three months.
 A new payment plan documented in writing that would be worked out and agreed to
with the customer.
 An agreement that water shut-off actions would be suspended as long as the customer
adheres to the agreed upon payment plan.
 At the end of 12 months of adherence to the payment plan, the customer’s thenoutstanding balance would be reduced by 50% or $300, whichever is less. Any additional
7
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payments under the payment plan would continue to be applied to this reduced
outstanding balance. If the payment plan has not been followed, the customer would
not receive this credit and would be subject to the normal shut-off processes, if
applicable.
Depending on the balance owing and determination that the customer is not
participating or no longer in need, the City will reserve the right to remove a customer
from the program, and the customer will forego any remaining benefits.
If the customer is a low-income discount eligible customer, the customer would also be
provided with the currently available benefits for qualifying customers, if they were not
already receiving this assistance. These benefits could include:
o Low income discount equal to 50% of the typical low income customer’s bill
o Once-a-year crisis voucher of $150
o Plumbing fixture repairs, if applicable
o Interest-free payment plans (available to all customers)
o Conservation devices to help reduce water use
o Goodwill adjustments and write-offs
o Assistance in applying for the Clean River Rewards program (available to all
customers)
o Assistance in applying for earned income credits

FY 2013-2014 PROGRAM COSTS
o
o
o
o
o
o

Low income discount $4,379,252 - $1,467,763 Water - $2,911,489 Sewer
Crisis voucher $460.650
Total bill assistance $4,839,902
Safety net $100,000
Multnomah County intake administration $90,000
Administrative costs $90,000

In the last 5 years the City has provided $22.5 million in bill discount and crisis assistance to low
income water/sewer customers.
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What Others Do
Top 50+ Cities – Low Income Discount
Comparable Cities Who Do Not Offer Discounts
City

State

New York City

New York

Chicago

Illinois

Phoenix

Arizona

San Diego

California

Dallas

Texas

Detroit

Michigan

Jacksonville

Florida

Indianapolis

Indiana

Austin

Texas

Fort Worth

Texas

Memphis

Tenn

Charlotte

NC

El Paso

Texas

Milwaukee

Wisc

Nashville

Tenn

Denver

Colorado

Las Vegas

Nevada

Louisville

Kentucky

Oklahoma City

OK

Long Beach

California

Sacramento

California

Mesa

Arizona

Kansas City

Missouri

Virginia Beach

Virginia

*does provide a grant to other agencies to help
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Cities Who Do Not Offer Discounts - continued
Omaha

Nebraska

Miami

Florida

Tulsa

Oklahoma

Minneapolis

Minnesota

Colorado Springs

Colorado

Raleigh

NC

Honolulu

Hawaii

Arlington

Texas

Rochester

New York

Greater Cinn

Ohio

Cities Who Offer a Discount to Single Family only
City

State

Property Type

Los Angeles

California

Single Family only

Houston

Texas

Single Family only

Philadelphia

Penn

Single Family Only

San Antonio

Texas

Single Family Only

San Francisco

California

Single Family Only

Baltimore

Maryland

Single Family Only

Boston

Mass

Single Family Only

Washington

DC

Single Family Only

Portland

Oregon

Single Family Only

Tucson

Arizona

Single Family Only

Albuquerque

New Mexico

Single Family Home Owner Only

Fresno

California

Senior Citizen only

Cleveland

Ohio

Single Family Only

Anchorage

Alaska

Single Family Only
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Cities Who Offer a Discount to others

San Jose

California

Mobile parks with submeters only - no apartments

Columbus

Ohio

Require owner to have a contract with a 3rd
party biller as well as a copy of the bills and a
copy of the lease showing tenants are required
to pay for water.

Seattle

Wash

Can offer to MF because bills electric too
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Oregon Affordable Housing Tax Credit Program Overview
The Oregon Affordable Housing Tax Credit (OAHTC) Program provides a state income tax credit for
affordable housing loans for which a lender reduces the interest rate by up to four percent”(OHCS Fact
Sheet). The Lender (financial institution) that provides the reduced rate loan to the owner (sponsoring
applicant) actually receives the tax credits. Owners utilizing OAHTC have agreed to commit their
housing project to a 20 year or greater term of affordability. The savings achieved by the reduced interest
rate on the development or rehab loan is directly passed on to apartment tenants to reduce their rents. The
low-income Oregonians are now receiving what is called Rent-Reduction Pass Through.

What is Rent-Reduction Pass Through?
Typically, the OAHTC rent reduction is applied to rents after all other OHCS funding source reductions
have been made; thereby further reducing the rents. The decrease is called Rent-Reduction Pass Through.
The owners entered into an agreement described above to receive funding at a reduced interest rate. In
exchange for this reduced rate, they agreed to provide rental units at a lowered rent for the full term of the
loan up to 20 years. You can find the full explanation or the specifics of each projects’ OAHTC
Declaration of Land Use Restrictive [Covenant] Agreement (LURA) pertaining to the amount of the rentreduction pass Through in Section 5 of the project’s LURA. This is usually a minimum dollar amount that
must be subtracted from the rents of each unit per month.
Example taken from actual LURA:
SECTION 5 – RENT REDUCTION
The Owner represents, warrants and covenants that, throughout the term of this Declaration;
(a)

The Owner shall be in compliance with the rent limitations established in the OAHTC
Administrative Rules (813-110) and, when applicable, the rent limitations established
pursuant to IRC Section 42 by ensuring that:

(b) Rents in the project will be reduced annually by a total of at least $37,597. This Rent
Reduction is calculated from the Rents Charged at the Market Interest Rate indicated in teh
OAHTC application dated February 6, 1998. Such rents may be adjusted annually based on
the percentage increase in the area median gross income where the Project is located as
announced by the Department of Housing and Urban Development. In no event, shall rents
be required to decrease as a result of such adjustment below the rates shown in the
application.
(c)

The Rent Pass Through per month per unit to the tenant, in order to accomplish the Rent
Reduction mandated in (b) above will be an average amount of $65.00, with the combination
of all monthly Rent Pass Through to the tenants in the project on an annual basis totaling not
less than $37,597.
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How is compliance achieved & illustrated?
Achieved:
OAHTC compliance is achieved when the Rent-Reduction Pass Through is accurately applied and
maintained throughout the 20 year or greater term or until the loan is paid off.
OAHTC agreements (LURA) between owner and OHCS stipulate a certain minimum dollar amount that
must be passed Through to the tenants in the form of reduced rents. The annual dollar amount is then
broken down into a per-unit per-month amount. This amount can be applied specifically to each unit by
directly subtracting the amount from each unit’s rent each month or a larger amount can be taken from
fewer units. It just depends on how the owner/manager feels the formula will best be applied at their
project. In some cases, the owner has agreed to further reduced allowable rents to be utilized for other
programs such as the LIHTC program (for example, 30% rents instead of 60% or 50% rents). If they do
this, rents may already be lowered enough to accomplish the reduced rent requirements for OAHTC.
Keep in mind that I mentioned a minimum annual dollar amount. Usually, at the time of application, the
owner promises to pass Through a larger amount. OHCS requires that owners honor their
agreement/promise by providing the larger pass Through amount. Sometimes, financial climates do not
allow for budgets that will support the project with the larger annual pass Through; larger rents are
needed to keep the project financially stable. Even so, owners must not arbitrarily increase rents to a level
that negates the minimum annual dollar amount of pass Through. (see process for request to change
allowable rents)
Illustrated:
PA & E Compliance Officers check for compliance during regularly scheduled reviews & inspections.
OHCS requires owners to complete a Certificate of Continuing Program Compliance annually. Along
with this certification, documentation illustrating how the required Rent-Reduction Pass Through is
achieved is a must. Below is an example format:
In this example, the total annual rent reduction that must be achieved is $57,674.00*. This equals $185.00
per-unit per-month for the 26 units at the project. The example below shows the average amount of pass
Through at $230.oo per-unit per-month for 2005. In this example, the project is illustrating they are
providing an acceptable Rent-Reduction Pass Through because $230.00 per-unit per-month is more than
the minimum amount.
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# of Bed.

# of Units

Rent as
AMI %
Before
OAHTC

Studio
1
1
2
3
3
3
4
4

1
2
5
5
1
1
5
1
5

60%
50%
60%
60%
60%
60%
60%
50%
60%

Maximum
Gross Rent
Before
OAHTC
(A)
712
636
763
916
1059
1059
1059
985
1182

# of Units

Rent as
AMI %
After
OAHTC

OAHTC
Maximum
Gross Rent
2005
(B)

Current
Utility
Allowance
2005

Current
OAHTC
Net Rent
2005

1
2
5
5
1
1
5
3
3

30%
30%
50%
45%
30%
40%
50%
40%
50%

356
381
636
687
529
706
882
788
985

49
61
61
74
85
85
85
102
102

307
320
575
613
444
621
797
686
883

Gross Rents (A)
Gross Rents (B)
Monthly Pass Through

DIFFERENCE IN CURRENT RENTS (2005):
(A - B = Current Pass Through)
Total Annual Rent Reduction: $57,674*
Total Monthly Rent Reduction: 57,674/12 mos. = $4,806
Average Per Unit Per Mo Reduction = 4806/26 =
$185

Avg. Per Month/Unit

24,687
18,697
$5,990
$230

(230.38)

What to do if the correct amount of pass thru is not achieved?
First, be sure that the issue is not with the way pass thru is being illustrated. The column for “Rent as
%AMI Before OAHTC” needs to portray the level of allowable rents before this application of OAHTC.
This information can usually be accurately obtained from the CFC application. The pages of the CFC
application needed are in the Housing Operating Budget; they are – Income With out OAHTC, and –
Income with OAHTC. These two pages usually break down the unit counts and the percentages per unit
before and after application of OAHTC. To determine the amount of Annual Rent Reduction, you take the
difference between the Net Effective Gross Income before OAHTC and Income from after OAHTC.
If you’ve determined that the promised rent-reduction pass thru is accurately illustrated as it is applied for
the project and yet the correct amount of pass thru is not achieved, it would mean a reduction in tenant
rent amounts is necessary. Tenant rents must include a reduction in the amount that was promised at time
of application.
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Are there projects with OAHTC that do not have pass-thru?
Yes. Preservation projects have OAHTCs with NO pass thru requirement. This was passed in the 2008
January/February Special Session. The “new” separate OAHTC LURA going forward will indicate this
fact. You may still see the OAHTC calculation page, however, that is only a tool for underwriting in
estimating what the annual 5% OAHTC fee will be. Another way to see that no pass-thru is required is $o
showing for the pass thru amount.

OHCS is the state housing finance agency, providing financial and program support to create and preserve
opportunities for quality, affordable housing for lower income Oregonians. The agency also administers
federal and state antipoverty, homeless and energy assistance community service programs.
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Summary of Affordable Housing Data
Number of LINC Participants currently budgeted (represented in the rate structure)

10,000

General Data (PHB, 2007‐11CHAS‐ACS)
# of Low‐Moderate Income Households in PDX
Total # of Portland Single Family (SF) Rental Homes
Total # of low‐income households living in SF rentals
Total # of Portland Multi Family (MF) Rental Homes
Total # of Low‐Mod Income households in MF rentals

Overall

% Total

<50%MFI
50,040

% Total

16,325

54%

10,105

33%

57,105

68%

39,215

47%

30,695
83,095

Data from the Portland Housing Bureau ‐ 2015
Total number of multi‐family units funded and regulated by PHB

12,900

Data from OHCS Web Site
OAHTC Units
LIHTC4 Units
LIHTC9 Units
Total

5,287
6,577
1,843
13,707

# Units Qualifying at <60% AMI
# Units Qualifying at <50% AMI
# Units Qualifying at <40% AMI
# Units Qualifying at <30% AMI
Total

5,212
3,105
935
1,777
11,029

Data from 2011 Metro Regional Inventory
Total number of regulated affordable housing units in Portland

19,953

Section 8 (Housing Choice) Vouchers in Clackamas, Clark, Mult., and Wash. Counties

15,039

Section 8 (Housing Choice) Vouchers in Multnomah County

8,510

Multnomah County Multi‐Unit Totals (Multi‐family Northwest)
Private Market 2+ Units
Private Market 4+ Units

<80%MFI
73,430

118,000
87,845

§ 35.2140 User charge system., 40 C.F.R. § 35.2140

Code of Federal Regulations
Title 40. Protection of Environment
Chapter I. Environmental Protection Agency (Refs & Annos)
Subchapter B. Grants and Other Federal Assistance
Part 35. State and Local Assistance (Refs & Annos)
Subpart I. Grants for Construction of Treatment Works (Refs & Annos)
40 C.F.R. § 35.2140
§ 35.2140 User charge system.
Currentness
The user charge system (see §§ 35.2122 and 35.2208) must be designed to produce adequate revenues required for operation
and maintenance (including replacement). It shall provide that each user which discharges pollutants that cause an increase in
the cost of managing the effluent or sludge from the treatment works shall pay for such increased cost. The user charge system
shall be based on either actual use under paragraph (a) of this section, ad valorem taxes under paragraph (b) of this section,
or a combination of the two.

(a) User charge system based on actual use. A grantee's user charge system based on actual use (or estimated use) of wastewater
treatment services shall provide that each user (or user class) pays its proportionate share of operation and maintenance
(including replacement) costs of treatment works within the grantee's service area, based on the user's proportionate contribution
to the total wastewater loading from all users (or user classes).

(b) User charge system based on ad valorem taxes. A grantee's user charge system which is based on ad valorem taxes may
be approved if:

(1) On December 27, 1977, the grantee had in existence a system of dedicated ad valorem taxes which collected revenues
to pay the cost of operation and maintenance of wastewater treatment works within the grantee's service area and the
grantee has continued to use that system;

(2) The ad valorem user charge system distributes the operation and maintenance (including replacement) costs for all
treatment works in the grantee's jurisdiction to the residential and small non-residential user class (including at the grantee's
option nonresidential, commercial and industrial users that introduce no more than the equivalent of 25,000 gallons per
day of domestic sanitary wastes to the treatment works), in proportion to the use of the treatment works by this class; and

(3) Each member of the industrial user and commercial user class which discharges more than 25,000 gallons per day of
sanitary waste pays its share of the costs of operation and maintenance (including replacement) of the treatment works
based upon charges for actual use.

(c) Notification. Each user charge system must provide that each user be notified, at least annually, in conjunction with a regular
bill (or other means acceptable to the Regional Administrator), of the rate and that portion of the user charges or ad valorem
taxes which are attributable to wastewater treatment services.

© 2015 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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(d) Financial management system. Each user charge system must include an adequate financial management system that
will accurately account for revenues generated by the system and expenditures for operation and maintenance (including
replacement) of the treatment system, based on an adequate budget identifying the basis for determining the annual operation
and maintenance costs and the costs of personnel, material, energy and administration.

(e) Charges for operation and maintenance for extraneous flows. The user charge system shall provide that the costs of operation
and maintenance for all flow not directly attributable to users (i.e., infiltration/inflow) be distributed among all users based
upon either of the following:

(1) In the same manner that it distributes the costs for their actual use, or

(2) Under a system which uses one or any combination of the following factors on a reasonable basis:

(i) Flow volume of the users;

(ii) Land area of the users;

(iii) Number of hookups or discharges of the users;

(iv) Property valuation of the users, if the grantee has an approved user charge system based on ad valorem taxes.

(f) After completion of building a project, revenue from the project (e.g., sale of a treatment-related by-product; lease of the
land; or sale of crops grown on the land purchased under the grant agreement) shall be used to offset the costs of operation and
maintenance. The grantee shall proportionately reduce all user charges.

(g) Adoption of system. One or more municipal legislative enactments or other appropriate authority must incorporate the user
charge system. If the project accepts wastewater from other municipalities, the subscribers receiving waste treatment services
from the grantee shall adopt user charge systems in accordance with this section. These user charge systems shall also be
incorporated in appropriate municipal legislative enactments or other appropriate authority of all municipalities contributing
wastes to the treatment works.

(h) Inconsistent agreements. The user charge system shall take precedence over any terms or conditions of agreements or
contracts which are inconsistent with the requirements of section 204(b)(1)(A) of the Act and this section.

(i) Low income residential user rates.

(1) Grantees may establish lower user charge rates for low income residential users after providing for public notice and
hearing. A low income residential user is any residence with a household income below the Federal poverty level as defined
in 45 CFR 1060.2 or any residence designated as low income under State law or regulation.
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(2) Any lower user charge rate for low income residential users must be defined as a uniform percentage of the user charge
rate charged other residential users.

(3) The costs of any user charge reductions afforded a low income residential class must be proportionately absorbed by
all other user classes. The total revenue for operation and maintenance (including equipment replacement) of the facilities
must not be reduced as a result of establishing a low income residential user class.

(Approved by the Office of Management and Budget under control number 2040–0027)

Credits
[55 FR 27097, June 29, 1990]
SOURCE: 49 FR 6234, Feb. 17, 1984; 50 FR 46649, Nov. 12, 1985; 54 FR 4135, Jan. 27, 1989; 58 FR 63878, Dec. 2, 1993;
65 FR 58858, Oct. 2, 2000; 79 FR 76054, Dec. 19, 2014, unless otherwise noted.

AUTHORITY: 42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq.; 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.; 42 U.S.C. 300f et seq.; 42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.; 7 U.S.C. 136 et
seq.; 15 U.S.C. 2601 et seq.; 42 U.S.C. 13101 et seq.; Pub.L. 104–134, 110 Stat. 1321, 1321–299 (1996); Pub.L. 105–65, 111
Stat. 1344, 1373 (1997), 2 CFR 200.; Secs. 101(e), 109(b), 201 through 205, 207, 208(d), 210 through 212, 215 through 219,
304(d)(3), 313, 501, 502, 511 and 516(b) of the Clean Water Act, as amended, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.

Current through Feb. 5, 2015; 80 FR 6465
End of Document
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Utility discount program excludes
Portland's poorest -- because they
rent

Portland Commissioner Nick Fish wants to keep water and sewer bills as low as possible, but extending low-income
discounts to more households would blow a hole in the budget or force ratepayers to pay more. (Randy Rasmussen/The
Oregonian)

Print Email

By Brad Schmidt | The Oregonian/OregonLive
Email the author | Follow on Twitter
on February 24, 2015 at 8:30 AM
Reddit Email

Twenty years ago, Portland leaders launched a progressive plan to mark down water and
sewer bills for thousands of low-income Portlanders.

But from the beginning, there was a problem: The program extended only to customers
with their own water meters who paid their own bills.
Most poor Portlanders rent apartments and pay indirectly, through payments to
landlords.
How it works
Income qualifications: The low-income discount program is open to households with annual income
up to 60 percent of the statewide median, or about $28,000 for a family of two or $41,000 for a family
of four.
Who qualifies: Portlanders meeting income restrictions who have a water meter and who directly pay
the bill.
Who doesn't: Portlanders meeting income restrictions who don't have a water meter or who don't
directly pay the bill.
More info: Visit the Portland Water Bureau's website to find more info, including a list of agencies
that will process applications.

City leaders pledged to reach more households. They studied the issue again and again.
But nothing changed as low-income residents were denied millions of dollars in
discounts while essentially subsidizing costs for everyone else.
Now, Portland Commissioner Nick Fish has reluctantly decided to take a final run at the
issue - and if no solution emerges, he wants to end the conversation once and for all. The
stakes are high, not just for low-income residents but anyone who gets a bill: extending
discounts could blow an $18-million-a-year hole in bureau budgets or force other
ratepayers to cough up 6 percent more.
"I understand better why, over 20 years, people who are very well intentioned have not
been able to solve this problem," said Fish, who oversees the Portland Water Bureau and
Bureau of Environmental Services. "Because it's a complicated problem."
About 8,400 households receive an annual discount of $520, roughly half off the
average combined water and sewer bill. Officials estimate that about 40,000 households
may meet income qualifications.
One low-income advocate who criticized the divide starting two decades ago said "it's
almost discriminatory" to keep offering discounts to homeowners but not renters.

"We see a lot of things that become priorities and they get done," said Nick Sauvie,
executive director of ROSE Community Development, an affordable-housing
provider. "And unfortunately, what's important to low-income renters tends to be on the
list of things that don't get done."
Portland values
The Portland City Council pushed for the discount program in 1994 in the face of
growing sewer and water bills. A year later, Portland became one of the first big U.S.
cities to offer reductions, setting a goal of 10,000 households a year.
By the numbers: Portland never reaches 10,000 goal
1996: 3,126
1997: 3,901
1998: 3,785
1999: 3,325
2000: 4,518
2001: 5,103
2002: 6,006
2003: 6,396
2004: 6,315
2005: 6,599
2006: 5,945
2007: 4,738
2008: 5,629
2009: 7,626
2010: 8,403
2011: 9,229
2012: 9,335
2013: 8,938
2014: 8,528
SOURCE: Portland Water Bureau. Customers receiving discount in June of each year.

Leaders considered it the right thing to do.
But officials couldn't figure out how to provide discounts to renters without meters and
direct bills.

Sauvie and others complained and then-Commissioner Mike Lindberg, in charge of city
utilities, pledged to look at options.
Officials for Portland's water and sewer bureaus studied the issue, concluding that
renter discounts shouldn't be offered "at this time."
Among concerns: Would discounts on landlords' bills get passed on to renters or simply
go into landlords' pockets? Was it legal? And would other ratepayers stomach paying
more?
Commissioner Erik Sten searched for answers in 1997, forming an advisory group to
find a way to extend the program "to include low-income renters who do not pay their
water/sewer bills directly," according to a memo.
The group didn't solve the problem. Instead, it recommended a pilot program to install
submeters at select apartment complexes.
"It fits Portland's values to give everybody a discount," Sten, who left the City Council in
2008, said in an interview. "But there isn't a practical way to do it. So it keeps coming up
because it makes sense to Portlanders that it should exist."
The issue largely disappeared until last summer.
During the contentious street fee debate, Fish asked why the Portland Bureau of
Transportation couldn't give discounts to low-income renters.
That set off Commissioner Steve Novick, who oversees transportation. Novick cited the
administrative difficulties and called out Fish for his bureaus' problems.
"You and I have now agreed that we will work together," Novick wrote to Fish, in an
email shared with reporters, "to try to make discounts for all utility bureau fees
available to all low-income Portlanders."
Portland could figure out billing
Another task force was formed. It did nothing.

Jerry Grohs supports his family of four on
about $13 an hour. Based on his income, he'd qualify for low-income utility discounts but he's not eligible because his
water and sewer charges are factored into his rent.Brad Schmidt/The Oregonian

Behind the scenes, an aide to Fish told him in a 2014 memo that the situation is
"incredibly messy." Sonia Schmanski also warned him about the politics of subsidizing
more low-income residents by raising rates on everyone else.
"It is hard to reconcile this with our constant refrain that your top priority is stabilizing
rates," she wrote the memo, obtained through a public records request. "I fear this could
erode your work to rebuild trust in the City's utility bureaus."
In an interview, Fish said it never made sense to study utility discounts amid the street
fee debate.
"At the appropriate time, I'll do my due diligence and I'll make recommendations to my
colleagues," Fish told The Oregonian/OregonLive in September. "But that's a process
that I intend to lead, not to subcontract."
Last month, Fish created his own work group. Among efforts, city officials are working
with Home Forward, the local housing authority, to reach low-income Portlanders who
rent homes with a Section 8 voucher, and who pay utility bills but who haven't signed up
for utility discounts.
Even without helping apartment renters, Portland remains ahead of most big cities,
officials say.

But other jurisdictions have made progress in recent years. In Columbus,
Ohio, officials provide discounts to apartment complexes where at least 80
percent of renters meet low-income qualifications.
Renters' leases must state that the tenant pays for water and sewer services, which are
included in the rent. Columbus officials assume the discount is passed on to renters,
although they don't check.
"We felt like it was the right thing to do," city spokeswoman Laura Young Mohr said.
In Bellevue, Wash., officials issue rebate checks to low-income renters who are
elderly or disabled. About 720 people participate, with rebates for a single person
ranging from about $340 to $640.
"It's a lot of work," said Patricia Burgess, Bellevue's program administrator. "I can attest
to that."
As for Portland, David Shaff, administrator of the Water Bureau, said officials haven't
devised a solution for renters in part because "it hasn't been the direction we've gotten
from the City Council."
"If we were told, 'This is what we want to do,' we could somehow figure it out, yeah, I
assume so," Shaff said. "We can put a man on the moon. So we can figure out how to bill
people."
Recommendations from Fish's new work group are due in April.
Anything would help Jerry Grohs, who lives at a low-income apartment complex in
Lents.
Grohs, 40, earns about $13 an hour driving a forklift, supporting his wife and two kids.
He meets the city's income qualifications but doesn't qualify for the $520 discount
because, like so many others, his utility charge is rolled into rent.
If he saw those savings, Grohs said he would buy more food or keep the apartment a
little warmer in the winter.
"It really is a struggle," he said. "Any little bit would help."

-- Brad Schmidt
bschmidt@oregonian.com
503-294-7628
@cityhallwatch

Portland could expand lowincome utility discounts, panel
says: City Hall Roundup

City Commissioner Nick Fish reluctantly formed a work group to study low-income utility breaks.
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Without question, Portland utilities have the ability to extend discounts to
thousands of low-income residents who are currently ineligible, a city panel
concluded Thursday.
Whether it actually happens - that remains a political calculation for the Portland City
Council.
"That's the whole question: if we're willing to invest time and effort into creating the
system," said Jill Smith, chief operating officer for Home Forward, the housing
authority serving Multnomah County. "It's possible."
The recommendations may carry far-reaching impacts for all ratepayers. If the City
Council expands low-income discounts, everyone else would need to pay more or
officials would need to tap the general fund to offset millions of dollars in lost
revenue.
For two decades, city officials have acknowledged a fundamental flaw in their
system for awarding low-income water and sewer discounts: low-income
renters are considered the neediest but are largely ineligible.
City estimates suggest about 40,000 households meet income guidelines but
can't receive the discount.

That's because Portland offers markdowns only to low-income individuals who directly
pay a water and sewer bill. Most renters pay indirectly to a landlord through monthly
rent.
Despite knowing about the problem, officials never solved it.
This year, Commissioner Nick Fish reluctantly took up the issue after being called out
by Commissioner Steve Novick during the street fee debate. Fish, in charge of
the Water Bureau and Bureau of Environmental Services, convened a panel of experts
who met for a final time Thursday and will issue formal recommendations by May.
The work group determined that Portland could most easily expand discounts to about
11,000 low-income households - about one quarter of those who are currently ineligible.
The panel decided that reaching low-income renters in market-rate projects would be
too difficult but members believe discounts could be extended to regulated properties.
That would include units owned or operated by Home Forward or non-profit providers
that rent only to low-income residents.
Experts recommended offering fixed-rate discounts to more residents. As an example,
officials estimated that a low-income renter could save about $40 a month on rent if
discounts were extended.
At the group's final meeting, even the Water Bureau's customer service manager who
oversees billing acknowledged the city could do more.
"Is it possible? Sure," said Kathy Koch, later acknowledging that she was beginning to
feel overwhelmed because of the work involved. "Is it probable or practical or efficient? I
don't really know."
The work group suggested that city officials study administrative expenses of expanding
the system as part of a cost-benefit analysis. Members suggested the possibility of a pilot
project to determine effectiveness, noting that it could take years to reach 11,000
households without additional Water Bureau staffing.
They also stressed that the city shouldn't expand markdowns if it means reducing
existing breaks for roughly 8,500 households who currently participate.

David Shaff, the city's retiring Water Bureau administrator, said officials will
follow whatever policy the City Council sets.
Shaff also acknowledged his surprise that so much progress has been made after
previous efforts fizzled over the decades.
"It'll be interesting to see if something comes of it," he said. "I was really not thinking
that much would."
*
Reading:
The Oregonian: Federal prosecutors accuse Florida businessman of bribing
former Portland parking manager
The Oregonian: Uber a rebel no more? Company promises it's done defying
Portland taxi laws
The Oregonian: Former state Sen. Avel Gordly criticizes Portland leaders for
not educating community panel on police settlement
KGW: The future of Portland's homeless: Lawmakers and advocates at odds
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